I struggle with my French, attempting to converse with those tolerant enough to sustain my many errors. I have given talks in French and found it daunting. The ability to communicate in another language is a gift that is rarely bestowed without great cost in time and effort. Of the ten societies affiliated with Foot & Ankle International, only two publish in English.
A Physicians who publish in our journal from countries other than English-speaking ones are to be viewed with awe and should be roundly congratulated. This month's journal is dedicated to all our international colleagues who take the time to read and publish articles in a language other than their own. It is also dedicated to the spirit and energy of those scientists who do work in their primary language and then must go through a second process of translation into English. If their works were not published in English, many of us would never see them.
We are continuing to add international foot societies because it expands the availability of information. To travel to other countries and participate with surgeons doing similar things as ourselves is a humbling and enlightening experience. Many of you, like myself, have had the privilege of working with surgeons in other countries and watching how gifted physicians can solve problems with armamentaria much more limited that we have. When I do Grand Rounds in an international setting, I am expected to be a professor and to have answers to all problems. It is a mind-expanding experience to be presented with cases of incredible complication, and then be expected to give useful answers. The wonderfully educational thing about the experience is to view the solutions that have been devised. Any chance you have to visit a foreign medical center, take it.
Another portion of our international experience that I wish to celebrate is the ability to present scientific papers to one another. The recent Combined Meeting of Foot and Ankle Surgeons (CoMFAS) in Venice was another example of seeing new areas of knowledqe, Papers and posters were presented from as wide a span of distance as Japan, Finland, Taiwan, Greece, Israel, and Brazil. There is a certain uniformity of problems around the globe, but the diverse modes of solving them made this an exciting exchange. Many of these papers will be published in this journal as well 723 as in the new publication from Europe, Foot & Ankle Surgery.
Why do we have an "International News" section of this journal? It is designed to encourage physicians from widely diverse scientific backgrounds to publish material for us to read. With papers judqed to have redeeming value, we take "affirmative action" to bring them to publication, many times going through the editorial process in greater depth than when articles are submitted by native English speakers. We offer numerous packages to international societies to bring the journal to their members at a reduced price. It all comes down to information flow and global shrinking. We are trying to lower the scientific global borders and narrow the distance between physicians. 
